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FreeMemory Standard is available for 2 years at the moment, limited to 30 days per client. FreeMemory Standard will improve your PCs performance and avoid many systems lockups by optimizing RAM usage. With this feature installed, you get a detailed graphical memory chart. The amount of memory that is freed up is
shown in the title bar. FreeMemory Standard will improve your PCs performance and avoid many systems lockups by optimizing RAM usage. The features of FreeMemory Standard can be found in this comparison table. FreeMemory Professional With the FreeMemory Professional license you get unlimited evaluation time.

FreeMemory Professional will improve your PCs performance and avoid many systems lockups by optimizing RAM usage. With this feature installed, you get a detailed graphical memory chart. The amount of memory that is freed up is shown in the title bar. If youd like more information, contact us. FreeMemory
Professional features: Graphical memory chart with detailed graphics More than just a memory-changer Free 100 MB of RAM as soon as possible Try it out for 30 days and evaluate Free 100 MB of RAM as soon as possible, recommended. FreeMem Ultimate The FreeMem Ultimate license has a 30-day trial time. FreeMem

Ultimate is FreeMemory Professional with an improved menu bar, it offers some extra features, like memory charts, the sound volume and configuration and a CPU monitor. If youd like to see more features, please check out the comparison table. FreeMem Ultimate features: More features, like memory charts, sound
volume and configuration Included CPU monitor Free 100 MB of RAM as soon as possible Try it out for 30 days and evaluate Free 100 MB of RAM as soon as possible, recommended. FreeMem Ultimate Key The FreeMem Ultimate Key allows you to try out FreeMem Ultimate for 30 days. FreeMem Ultimate Key features:

More features, like memory charts, sound volume and configuration Included CPU monitor You can download this FreeMemory Professional evaluation copy: Free
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